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Insight for the Connected World

[ At-A-Glance ]

SEVONE DATA INSIGHT:

EASILY FIND, USE AND SHARE NETWORK PERFORMANCE INSIGHTS.
To advance their digital transformations, enterprises, CSPs
and MSPs are moving from static to dynamic networks.
In these new, software-driven environments, things move
quickly and change rapidly—too fast, in fact, for traditional
network management systems.

SevOne Data Insight meets this need. As an integrated
component of our industry-leading SevOne Data Platform,
Data Insight leverages real-time monitoring coupled with
easy ways for any user to find, use and share valuable
network performance insights.

The mismatch between modern networks and legacy
monitoring creates blind spots with enormously negative
consequences.

Simple and Reusable Reporting and
Troubleshooting Workflows

To close that gap, what enterprises, CSPs and MSPs need are
network monitoring capabilities that are as just as fast, flexible
and scalable as their new networks. More specifically, they
require faster, smarter and easier ways to gather and analyze
performance data, shape the resulting operational insights, and
share them with all types of users across their organizations.

To achieve their goals and minimize service delivery risks,
operations, engineering and line of business teams all need
fast and accurate insights drawn from a broad set of network
resources. Data Insight delivers:
• Simple, reusable and scalable reporting
• Simple and reusable troubleshooting workflows
• Simple unification of SevOne and third-party data

VISUALIZE.

COLLABORATE.

UNIFY.

Simple, reusable and scalable
reporting enables operational
consistency across teams.

Simple and reusable
troubleshooting workflows
enable teams to easily move
from “awareness to analysis.”

Simple unification of SevOne
and third-party data in the
same dashboard.
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
•

Simple, Reusable & Scalable Reporting

•

dark and light mode—then reuse it for different regions/

well as physical servers.

offices, saving hours of report building.
Enable consistent reporting across multi-site operations teams.
Reports data in seconds – easily scales to support the largest

•

LiveMaps
Easily create device- and link-based status dashboards with
geospatial maps and customized images (e.g. floor maps,
server rooms, etc.), automated map clustering and bookmarks
for quick access to key visualizations.

•

MSP Ready
Support multi-tenant service provisioning operations with
customized UI branding and look & feel for each tenant. Easily
load in new users and manage user administration
for each tenant without any direct user interaction.

SevOne NMS Clusters, with thousands of users.
•

Simple & Reusable Troubleshooting Workflows
Build “drill-downs” between reports into a troubleshooting
workflow, then reuse it across multiple users and teams for
increased operational consistency.
Links reports to enable easy moves from “awareness to analysis.”

•

Flexible Deployment
A cloud-native architecture with flexible Docker containers
provides deployment options in private and public clouds, as

New interface makes it easy to build a report once—in both

Simple Unification of SevOne & 3rd Party Data
Leverage built-in integration with Jupyter Notebook to
visualize 3rd party data sources alongside SevOne data
in the same dashboard.

CUSTOMIZE YOUR INSIGHTS
SevOne Data Insight ships with reusable visualization templates that are embedded with deep knowledge of SevOne data structures.
These templates can be easily configured for inclusion in a report or linked as part of a customized workflow. Out-of-the-box visualizations
include the following:
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